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I
n this issue you will find a
report of the Young
Magicians Club’s annual
convention J-Day. One of the

perks of editing Secrets is that 
I get to come along and enjoy
the day with you! This year was
rather busy (I lectured, judged
the close-up competition, hosted
an interview with YMC
Webmaster Marc Kerstein and
performed in the gala show) but
it was still wonderful to get to
spend some time with a few 
YMC Members chatting 
about card moves and

exchanging techniques and ideas. 
In many ways judging the close-up competition was the most challenging

part of the day. All the performers we saw had clearly worked hard on their
acts, giving careful consideration not only to the magic they would do but
also how they would present it, how they would dress, what character they
wanted to convey, how they would treat their volunteers and all the other
little details that really turn a trick into magic. Whenever you are working
on your own magic you must try and remember that whilst the trick is
important it is all these other details, and more, that will really make it
work. You will find a full report of the day, along with a list of all the
competition winners and a free trick from Marc Kerstein, later in this issue.

Marc’s trick brings the total number of effects taught in this issue up to
four. Regular contributors Chris Wardle and Ian Adair are back with more
of the magic they so kindly share with us and Noel Qualter offers a
modern impromptu piece. Noel has won The Magic Circle’s Originality
Award three times (more than anyone else in the club’s history) and the
trick in these pages is a great example of why. He has taken a few fairly
standard ideas but combined them to make a piece of magic that can be
performed anywhere and anytime in a very organic way. When you are
developing your own magic you could follow the same approach. Take a
technique you know (in Noel’s case the TOXIC force) and try and think of
as many different ways you could use it as possible. Many will not be
great but, if you think about each carefully, you might unearth some gems.

Later in this issue you will find details of how you can get tickets for The
Magic Circle Christmas Show.  This was actually the first magic show I ever
saw, when I was the same age as some of the youngest YMC Members,
and I have been most years since! If you can go it is a wonderful
Christmas treat (for you and your family!). Whether or not you go, though,
I hope your Christmas will be full of treats, fun and magic, and I will look
forward to being back in touch with you in the New Year.

Season’s Greetings,

Dr will houstoun MIMC
editor@youngmagiciansclub.co.uk
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G
osh, it’s the
Christmas issue
already. How time
really does fly!  

I cannot possibly start
this column without
offering my own personal
congratulations to Ryan
Jackson, a YMC Member
who is the first person
ever to do the double; to
win both the stage and
close-up competitions at
our J-Day this year. A

fantastic achievement! I had already selected Ryan as the YMC
Member of the Year for his incredible magical development over
the last 12 months (thanks, in no small part, to amazing support
from his local magic club as well as YMC) and this achievement
confirms how right that award was! Well done, Ryan.

Something we rarely touch on in YMC is Children’s Magic (that is
magic for children, not magic performed by children). That is for a
very good reason; that an under-18-year-old performing for

what’s on 
at the circle
Full details of all public events and
booking rates can be found at
www.themagiccircle.co.uk
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children will often struggle. Children are, arguably, the most
difficult audience to perform for. They have not yet learned the
conventions of applauding at the end of a routine (hence the often
used “give yourselves a big clap” technique, which I often use, as
the applause punctuates the finish of the routine like a full-stop or
exclamation mark)! Children do not want to see card tricks or
clever sleight-of-hand. They want big colourful props and a story to
go with the magic. Sometimes, a little worldly experience (that is
age!) is needed to make the story-telling real.

Christmas parties for children seem to be a lot rarer than they

news
Close-Up Magic at The Magic Circle 
15 December and 26 January

T
his event showcases some of the best close-up magicians
available and audiences get to meet the performers and
experience the magic in the intimate setting of the
headquarters of the world-famous The Magic Circle in London,

often taking part themselves. An amazing collection of close-up
magicians presenting superlative magic right before your very eyes.
Seeing is believing!
Doors open 7pm, event starts at 7.30pm and finishes at
approximately 9.30pm.
All shows are of a universal nature and young enthusiasts are
welcomed, over the age of ten. 
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The Magic Circle Christmas Show

T
he Magic Circle Christmas Show is always a highlight of the
many public events that The Circle put on throughout the year
and this year’s show looks likely to continue the trend (it was
also the first magic show I ever went to and so is rather special

to me). Full details are in the “What’s On” section of this page and
tickets are available on The Magic Circle website… if you get a
chance to go then do take it!

A younger version of your Editor,
at his first Magic Circle Christmas
Show, with Scott Penrose



used to be. In the past, it was very common for companies and
businesses to put on parties for the children of their employees but
very few do so now. I was often booked for these in the past and
sometimes they had lots of money chucked at them. The highlight
was always Father Christmas arriving. A very, very magical moment
is when you can tell the children all to be quiet and, when they are
silent, there is the sound of jingle bells jangling outside the room
and a cheery “Ho, ho, ho!” is accompanied by Santa himself
bursting into the room with a large sack of presents flung over his

shoulder. If well organised, the timing is perfectly done. I do
remember one occasion when a party was in a room upstairs on
the first floor (second if you are in America) with windows on three
of the four sides. When sat on the floor, as the children were, all
you could see outside the windows was the sky. I was mid-
performance and due to be introducing Santa at the end of my
show. But earlier than planned, there flying in the sky was a full-
sized sleigh with Father Christmas himself waving at the children
as he flew around all three sides of the room. If you chose to look
down, you would see he was actually supported by a fork-lift truck
driving around the building, but the children were enthralled by the
magic and the illusion was perfect.

Needless to say, my performance came to an abrupt end! I didn’t
mind, though. I had been part of some wonderful magic that
hopefully those children will remember for the rest of their lives. A
Happy and magical Christmas to all of you.

KEVIN DOIG MIMC Chairman
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At home with The Magic Circle
9 and 23 January 

A
regular evening of mystery and wonder featuring some 
of the club’s top magicians. This event features history, 
close-up and stage entertainment. 
Doors open at 7pm and the Club Room bar and museum are

open. Parlour magic begins at 7.30pm. 
During the interval, The Magic Circle museum and the Club Room
bar are open once again and you’ll have a chance to explore the
fabulous headquarters. Then it’s time for a dazzling show in The
Magic Circle theatre to finish off your evening. Individuals can
book online.
Suitable for ages fourteen and above. 

The Magic Circle Christmas Show
19-29 December (shows at 2.30pm and 7pm most days but not 24,
25 and 26 December)

A
festive treat with a chance to see inside the Headquarters of
The Magic Circle, see close-up magic performed before your
very eyes and witness the spectacular stage show. Ideal for
families with children aged five and above.

Doors open at 1.30pm and 6pm. The matinee performance should
finish by 5pm and the evening show by 9.30pm, however all
timings are approximate.



Royal Flush Prediction
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Effect
The performer lays down
five cards face up in an
overlapping line – Ten of
Spades, Jack of Spades,
Queen of Spades, King of
Spades and Ace of
Spades – known in card
playing terms as a royal
flush. The rest of the blue-
backed deck is placed

face down to one side.
A spectator is invited to let their eyes wander across the line of

cards and then to name any one of the five when the magician
clicks his or her fingers. Whichever is named will be the spectator’s

choice; there will be no eliminations
or opportunities to change their
mind, it will be one choice.

The spectator names one of the
five cards, for example the Queen. 

The performer asks that the
spectator turn over the other four
cards. They all have red backs,
contrasting with the face-down
deck on the table, as they came
from another deck. However, the
performer states that the Queen
came from this deck, turning the
card over it is seen that the Queen
has a blue back; It is the only

matching card. The
performer
somehow knew
the spectator’s
choice ahead of
time!

working
This is another
example of a
multiple-out effect,
of which there are
numerous
examples. I myself have
devised several over the years, a couple of which
have appeared in this very magazine, one using
finger puppets a couple of years ago and one
more recently with ESP symbols for example.
Most tricks of this type offer a choice of one of
three items or require envelopes and double-
faced predictions to cover all the options. 

Here, all you require is a deck of cards (blue-
backed) and four cards (Ten, Jack, King, Ace) from
another deck (red-backed). You also require a
‘letroset’ or transfer sheet. This is a plastic sheet
on which are printed rub off letters, sometimes
called ‘dry transfers.’ You can buy them for
labelling items or personalisation from stationers,
such as W H Smith or online. You want a small

This is another
example of a
multiple-out effect,
of which there are
numerous examples.
I myself have
devised several over
the years, a couple
of which have
appeared in this
very magazine, one
using finger puppets
a couple of years
ago and one more
recently with ESP
symbols for example.
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font size about 5mm in height. 
On the red-backed Ace of Spades rub on the message “PICK

ME!” using the transfer letters under the large Spade pip in the
centre of the card. (On Bicycle cards and several other brands there
is a series number and a copyright message on the Ace of Spades
printed under the Spade pip, so you just add the message
underneath that and it is lost in the text. It is only noticed if
pointed out. Jay Sankey used this old ploy in a neat effect, which I
will not detail here, called The Fine Print, where a message on an
Ace of Spades predicted a completely different card.) 

The Queen has a blue back and comes from the deck on the
table, so her back contrasts to the other four red cards.

Remove the Ten of Spades, Jack of Spades and King of Spades
from the blue deck and place the Ten on the bottom of the face-
down deck, place the Jack on the top of the deck and place the
King in the middle of the deck, but place the King face up.

You now have all 5 options covered. Whatever the choice of the
spectator, you can show that you knew their thought ahead of
time!

A Reminder
If they choose the Ten, point to the deck on the table, pick up the
whole deck, keeping it squared, and turn it over. The ten is the face
card of the deck, the first card they see!

If they choose the Jack, point to the face-down deck and have
them lift off the top card of the deck and turn it over. It is the Jack

which matches their choice!
If they choose the Queen, have all five cards turned over, the

other four first, to show that the Queen has been taken from the
blue deck as the other four cards have red backs but the Queen
has a blue back!

If they choose the King, pick up the deck, still face down, and
ribbon spread it across the table to reveal the King face up in the
middle of the deck!

If they choose the Ace, pick it up and comment that somehow
the spectator was subconsciously drawn to this card. Point out the
message on the card itself; it reads “PICK ME!” and they did! 

These are five clean and convincing outs which are simple to
remember and present. (If you have the line of five cards slightly
overlapping as a fanned spread it will help to hide the “PICK ME!”
message on the Ace, although it should not be noticed in any case,
until pointed out if needed.)
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Saturday 20 January 2018*
Saturday 10 February 2018: 
Annual auction 
Saturday 10 March 2018*
Saturday 14 April 2017 
Saturday 12 May 2017*
Saturday 16 June 2017 
Saturday 14 July 2017*
Saturday 15 September 2017  
J-Day auditions.*
Sunday 21 October 2017 J-Day.

If you would like to report on a Young Magicians Club Workshop e-mail me at editor@youngmagiciansclub.co.uk

Saturday 24 November 2017*

NB All dates with* are Ali Bongo show
dates. All dates without* currently have
no show.

For Members only. Workshop fee
£10.00 paid on the day. Workshops will
run from 11am – 4pm and will be held at
The Magic Circle HQ (address on page
three). 

Be sure to bring packed lunch (drinks

will be provided free), a deck of cards,
notebook and a pen as minimum
requirements for the day.

Please note: you must register in
advance for each workshop when you
receive the email opening registration
(normally one week before the
workshop). You will receive
confirmation that you have successfully
gained a place. Email:
chairman@youngmagiciansclub.com
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wonders from the workshops

YMC woRKShoP DATES 2018

YMC workshopSaturday 16 September 2017 Reported by Matty Turner

T
he September Workshop wasn’t a
normal one, it was the annual J-Day
auditions where YMC Members
compete to get one of the six spaces in

their category (close-up or stage) to go
through to the finals in October.

As everybody slowly entered through The
Magic Circle doors, some with massive
cases filled to the brim with props to use in
their act, lots of people had dressed up for
the occasion! In the Clubroom I could sense
that the atmosphere was slightly more
tense than usual; people competing were
feeling nervous but also excited! 

After everyone had signed in we all
headed up the spiral staircases to the
Theatre where Kevin gave us a warm
welcome with the usual loud fantastic! He
explained that we could stay where we
were, in the Theatre, and watch the stage
competition or go to the Devant room to
watch the close-up competition. It was about
a 50/50 split which worked well, though 
I personally went to watch the close-up. 

Members competing in close-up have to
perform for more than six minutes but no
longer than eight minutes. There were two
judges that were really friendly and gave
the acts lots of time to position tables and
chairs how they wanted. All the acts were
very polished and well-rehearsed with a
wide variety of magic being performed;
coins, cards, ropes and phones were just

some objects used in the performances! 
A few acts that stood out to me were

Mario D’Angela’s act that was purely a coin
act including lots of vanishes, transpositions
and changes, all of which were done with
ease and elegance. I also really enjoyed
Billy Roche-Menezes’s act, which was sweet
themed. Billy gave a member of the
audience a notepad full of different pictures
of sweets and instructed them to lift up to
any page and remember the sweet they
picked. Billy then opened up a bag that had
been on the table the whole time to pour
out lots of flying saucers, which was the
sweet that had been picked! Later in the
act Billy made a corner of a card appear in
one of the flying saucers. 

The close-up competition finished early
so we all quietly headed up to the Theatre
where we saw Luke Oseland perform a
tennis themed act. Luke made a chosen
drink appear in a sealed tennis ball and
produced a chosen card with a tennis racket!
We also saw George Berryman’s act which
had a school theme. He performed lots of
effects including a torn and resorted
newspaper as well as an appearance of a tie.

This was followed by lunch, which gave
an opportunity for the remaining acts to
frantically fit in some last minute
practicing! After lunch we once again had
to choose whether to watch close-up or
stage. As I was competing in the close-up

competition I headed off to the Devant
room. This time I witnessed Charlie Hewish,
whose act was full of lots of really visual
effects with playing cards. I also watched
Sam Saffron. His act consisted of totally
silent magic and I liked the element of
surprise when something happened, which
included cards vanishing into thin air and
appearing in his top hat! 

I was one of the last to perform my act
which had a few hiccups but overall ran
fairly smoothly. Once the competition had
finished we all headed back to the theatre
where the judges from both competitions
gave everyone some general advice that
was extremely useful to hear. 

This year I felt the standard was really
high. Well done to everyone that took part.
For anyone that is thinking about entering
next year I highly recommend it as it is a
great experience. Make sure you think
about every aspect of your act and choose
effects that you really enjoy performing as
this will make it a lot easier to practise and
when you do perform the judges will be
able to see the passion you have for the
magic you are doing! I am looking forward
to watching next month’s final, whichever
magicians make it through… 

[Turn to page 8 for a J-Day report including
a section on the final. Ed.]



J
-Day is the feature event in the YMC calendar and, as befits
such an occasion, Kevin Doig went all out to make it the best
it could possibly be. The day opened with a lecture from Will
Houstoun (aka your Editor, aka me, it is odd writing about

oneself in the third person) who taught a handling of inversion as
well as an unusual take on Three Fly using just two coins. If you
want to learn the card trick then dig out the February/March
Secrets where you will find a full
write up. At the end of his talk
Will invited the YMC
Webmaster, Marc Kerstein,
to join him on stage for
a short interview.
Marc spoke about his
experience in magic
working with the likes
of David Blaine, as
well as describing
how he combined his

interest in magic and
programming to create his
own niche in the magic
community. Marc
performed and taught a

trick using a borrowed
smartphone that you can
learn by visiting
www.marc.ph/xeno.

The second half of the
morning was dedicated to
the close-up competition,
with the six strongest acts
from the heats competing

in the final round.
Matty Turner came

third with an act
featuring strong
magic presented with a
lovely personality and Jake Allen came second
with a performance that featured a selection of
strong card magic. The winner was Ryan Jackson
who caught goldfish from the air and even
enlisted their help to solve a miniature Rubik’s
cube. The other performers
included Mario

D’Angela, who won
the Fox Technical

Ability Award for coin
work; George Berryman,
with a very professional
performance; and Charlie
Hewish, who performed
entirely to music.

After the competition
there was a break for
lunch, sessioning and a

chance to look around the
dealers who were in
attendance, before everyone
returned to the theatre
for the stage
competition. In
this competition
Theo Mellor took
third place for an
act themed around

his love of China and
Sam Hinch came second
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Scott Penrose

with Ryan Jackson

George Berryman 

Kevin Doig

George Berryman 

JDAY2017
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with a selection of strong magic including an impossibility
with a borrowed £10 note. Ryan Jackson, for the second
time of the day, presented the
strongest act and won the top
prize with a piece featuring
rope magic and a Benson
Bowl routine, all
performed with style
and flair. The other

stage

competitors were Billy Roche-Menezes,
who won the Pete McCahon Originality
Trophy with an ambitious performance

involving magic and projection; Mitchell
Kettlewell, with remarkably powerful

mindreading; and Amos
Wollen, with classical

magic including the linking rings.
After the competition there

was another chance to visit
the dealers before returning
to The Theatre for the feature
event of the day and Q&A
with Issy Simpson, who
achieved huge success in
Britain’s Got Talent, and
Russ Stevens, a successful
performer who has now retired
from the stage but has a huge
impact in shaping the magic that we
see on shows like BGT. Russ started the
piece by providing some information on his background, building a
career for himself that took him from having a short act to
headlining his own show and retiring with a huge production in
Las Vegas. He then took us through his connection to BGT, which
started when James More, whom he managed, entered the

competition. After
seeing how Russ
worked to make
magic on the
show better the
producers asked
him to be more

involved and he went
on to help other successful acts

on the show including Darcy Oake
and Jamie Raven before the most recent
season when his granddaughter Issy Simpson decided to enter.
Russ then introduced Issy, who told us what it is like to be on the
show, how she practices and rehearses and how she deals with
nerves. Before finishing Russ and Issy each offered a piece of
advice. Russ said: “Follow your heart, because if you do what you

love nothing will feel like work.” And Issy suggested that
everyone should “learn from their mistakes” before

recommending that anyone who was considering BGT
should go for it as it is great fun! At the end of the

piece Marvin Berglas took to the stage to present
Issy with the Marvin Rising Star Award.

Immediately after Russ and Issy left the Stage
Quentin Reynolds arrived to deliver a lecture, not on
tricks but on stagecraft. He explained some of the
secrets of presentation and demonstrated how a

great piece of magic could
either be entirely

forgettable or
incredibly

compelling
depending
how it was
presented.
Every single
point Quentin
made was an

s
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Theo Mellor

reported by Will Houstoun MIMC
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T
he finale to a great day of magic and fun is the
gala show. Four top acts and a compère rounded off
the day, sending everyone home with a real buzz.
    Richard Pinner started the show

with effects that have become very
much his signature act. He
began with a rope routine
using many elements of
well-known rope effects,
combined into a smooth
and entertaining
showpiece. His main item
was a blindfold drawing
duplication. A member of
the audience was invited
on stage to gaffer tape two
casino chips over Richard’s
eyes and then fit a blindfold,
before colouring-in a picture, under
Richard’s direction, whilst Richard accurately revealed
the content of four drawings, previously created by

important one and there
is not a single
magician who could
not improve by
applying some of
what he taught to
their own work.

After Quentin’s

lecture there was a final
chance to look around the
dealers and then it was up
to The Theatre for the final
time to see the Gala Show
and find out who had won
what in the competitions.

Sadly I was unable to report on
the Gala Show (because I was in it)

but Roy Marsh stepped in to make sure
you miss nothing in this report. 

Thank you to everyone who was involved in a fantastic day, and
do make sure you come next year, whether or not you did this
time!

ThE YMC AwARDS
YMC Member of the Year
Ryan Jackson

Alakazam Close-up Cup Sponsored by Alakazam Magic
1st Ryan Jackson
2nd Jake Allen
3rd Matty Turner

home Counties Stage Trophy
Sponsored by Alakazam Magic
1st Ryan Jackson
2nd Sam Hinch
3rd Theo Mellor

The Marvin Rising Star Award
Sponsored by Marvin Berglas
Issy Simpson

Kaymar Komedy Kup Sponsored by Kayman Magic
Not Awarded

Pete McCahon originality Trophy 
Sponsored by Roy Marsh
Billy Roche-Menezes

Fox Technical Ability Award
Mario D’Angela

JDAY20
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Issy Simpson

Scott Penrose
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other audience members. Richard then described the picture
coloured-in by the audience member on stage, finally revealing a
prediction of an exact duplicate that had been held in the audience
throughout. Richard concluded his set with a freely chosen card
from a stack containing the names of celebrities and well known
characters. He appeared to get the name wrong, only to show that
he knew it all along by revealing a T-shirt he was wearing, carrying
the logo of a very well-known comic hero.

The second act was Will Houstoun, who combined the history
of magic with an intriguing guessing game of true or false whilst
performing three great effects. His first premise was that William
Vincent was the most famous magician in the world because he
was the origin of the use of ‘Hocus-Pocus’ as a magic word. This

turned out to be true as it was based on
his performing name. This tale was told

whilst performing a version of
Gypsy Thread. Next we were

asked whether a
historical
performance of the
Ball Vase ever
resulted in someone
being thrown out of
a first storey

window by an
audience who were
so shocked by the
effect. According to
an old book Will
showed us, Sports
and Pastimes, this
actually happened. Glad
to say Will’s own
performance of the same effect
just received an appreciative round
of applause. Finally Will performed his version of Three Fly whilst
asking the question, “does the trivial trick of pulling a coin from
your ear have its roots in the idea of being able to create wealth by

magic?” The answer was “Yes.”
The President of The Magic Circle and YMC, Scott Penrose,

treated us to a delightful, amusing and mystifying performance of
Educated Goldfish (from Maskelyne &
Devant’s Our Magic) featuring a
very large glass fish bowl. The 26
letters of the alphabet,
printed on blocks, were
dropped in with the fish.
A word was chosen at
random from a torn up
newspaper and the fish,
named Agnes, Horatio,
Cuthbert and Frederick

were then asked to
spell out the chosen
word. One by one
letters floated to the
surface to spell the
correct word, “QUIET.”

The closing act saw
Dean Leavy reprise his

Young Magician of The Year
2017 award winning act. A silent

routine set to music involving
manipulations and floating tables. It received a very
enthusiastic round of applause.

The show, a fitting climax to a full day of fun and magic,
was impeccably compèred by Quentin Reynolds, in his easy
going style with amusing anecdotes and an act featuring his
own performances of a sucker torn and restored tissue paper

and Slydini’s Knotted Silks.

017GALAShow
Reported by Roy Marsh
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T
his is an idea for an
(almost) impromptu
trick for social
situations. You could

use it professionally, but I
think the real strength of
it is to use it when you
need a mini-miracle and

you are out and about. You’ll need two minutes to set this up but
you don’t need anything special apart from your phone. Having
said that, if you do have a little something from your magic drawer
you can add some theatre to the proceedings. 

Effect
Several spectators think of
four-digit numbers and
multiply them up on a
mobile phone calculator. 
A paper prediction is seen
to be wrong and you ask 
a spectator to look up 
the number on eBay as
everything has a unique
number. You set light to
the paper and magically
produce the eBay item 
the random number 
led them to.

Method
Here’s why I think this trick is interesting. With this effect your two
minute prep starts by looking around your environment for an
interesting object to reveal magically. This could be anything, and
what you choose will be down to what you can comfortably
produce using sleight of hand. I like to look for a super interesting
object that will get a laugh on sight, but I’ll leave that up to you. 
It really can be anything from a battery to a toilet brush.

Now, before you perform, you are going to go on eBay and
search for that item. Just about everything is on eBay so you
should have no problems, but on the very rare occasion you can’t

Flash Sale...
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trick

I like to look for a
super interesting

object that will get
a laugh on sight,

but I’ll leave that up
to you. It really can
be anything from a
battery to a toilet

brush.

find what you want, just go with your second choice item. Now
you are going to use the popular TOXIC calculator force to produce
the eBay unique identifying number of the item. I set this up on my
own phone by copying the eBay number and pasting it into the
calculator and then inputting the TOXIC button sequence. For those
not familiar with the force I’ll describe it briefly at the end. This
might seem like a lot to do but you can just scout the room, search
eBay and input the number in two minutes or less. You then just
need to position the item in a convenient place to produce it.
Where that is obviously depends on where you are performing and
the size/shape of the object. 

I do like to use flash paper or flash string and I always keep a
tiny piece in my wallet. The flash paper helps to cover the sleight of
hand and you get to use a nice line from my friend Chris Cox:
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“Have you heard of Amazon Prime, where you get things next
day? Well eBay has a thing called eBay Fire that’s even quicker
delivery…” (Produces object in a flash!) Of course you do have to
be very careful using flash paper (ask your parents before you even
think bout getting it!) but without it you can still produce an
object in a magical way and the trick is still great.

ToXIC Force
You’ll need a smart phone for this or it may not work. You’ll be
using a simple keystroke sequence that you remember by the
acronym TOXIC. I know it works for iPhones and I think the
majority of other brands work too but best try it now. Just type in
123456789 into your phone’s calculator app. Then press ‘+’ (The T
of Toxic), then ‘0’ (the O, you can see where this is going....), then
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‘X’ as in multiply, then ‘(‘ as in the open brackets symbol. You’ll
need to turn your phone into landscape to show the ‘(.’ This will
save 123456789 into the memory. To check if it worked just bash a
few keys and press equals and you should get 123456789. The
credit for the calculator force goes to Bob King, although he says it
doesn’t originate with him and that it was shown to him by a
mathematician. 

Use several different spectators if possible and to stop them
backtracking make sure you always choose one person to input a
random number without looking. 

The eBay identifier number is very long so you’ll have to turn the
phone to landscape again for the spectator to read it fully. In
presentation I tend just to turn the phone for them so it shows. 



Cover Conjurers

Will Houstoun: You run several magic
bars, what makes them different to more
convnetional show venues? 
Mark: Well nobody really runs magic bars.
Lots of people work in them but not so
many run them, so that took a bit of
figuring out. The first thing to realise is that
the magicians aren’t actually going to bring
you any money in. Yes, they bring customers
in but selling alcohol puts money in the tills.
I wanted a set-up like Tom Mullica used to

have, with the magician in the middle of
the bar performing magic and people
serving drinks to the side. 

The other thing that is really, really hard
is convincing the magicians that, for a bar,
selling drink is more important than their
card trick. In the ten years that I’ve been
running magic bars I have found that the
magicians just don’t care about the
business side. Only a very small number
know it is important to make sure everyone
has a drink in front of them and then do the
magic; most of them just want to perform.
I’d go up to them after they do a twenty-
minute set and say, “Have you sold
anything?” They would say that nobody
wanted a drink but when I asked the
punters they didn’t even know they could
get a drink and watch the show! In the end
even giving them a commission on the
drink they sell, on top of the wage, didn’t
get most of them to sell anything.

Will: Your newest venue, Smoke & Mirrors,
is a more theatrical venue...
Mark: Yes. People used to come to the bar
wanting to reserve good seats for the show
and no matter how often I explained that
they could go to the magic bar any time
they wanted they didn’t get it... so it was
only sensible to give them a place they
could spend money on the good seats! We

In this month’s Cover
Conjurers we feature an

excerpt from the Cover story
on Mark Bennett, a magician

and the owner and manager of
several magical venues. In

addition, you will read a little
of November’s Magic Circular
cover story, a tribute to the

wonderful Eugene Burger, who
recently wrote a series of

articles for Secrets (you can
find the pdfs in the Member’s

area of the YMC Website).

have a little stage,
twelve round tables
and you watch a
parlour magic show
with two forty-five
minute halves. We
started by charging
£11 a ticket and
weren’t selling any.
So, I put the price up
and we started selling
some more... And then
I put the price up a bit

more and we started selling even more!
Now it is the place to go for non-stop
entertainment. We’ve had some fantastic
visiting magicians from around the world
and it is a great way to showcase live
magic. And this venue has also given the
chance to around 7 magicians to hone a
parlour act with the opportunity to work on
new tricks and new shows every week in
front of a paying audience.

When people go to the show they also
get to see close-up magic beforehand and
have drinks ordered from their tables so it
is a really nice way to spend an evening. We
wanted to make it a whole-evening
experience for people and I think that is
what we have done. We’re rated number
one for all the concerts and show venues in
Bristol in the Southwest which is quite
something. 

Mark Bennett: Illusions, Smoke and Mirrors
Interviewed by will houstoun
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I
t’s the small things that leave the
biggest impression. My mentor Eugene
Burger’s passing prompted an inspired
outpouring of tributes from magicians

around the world. They were eager to say
what a profound impact he made on them.
It’s no surprise. He was an unusual
gentleman who did things like ask a
spectator if he could put a hat on their
head before doing so, and give a volunteer
a tissue after leaving ashes on their palm.
In his magic and in life, Eugene understood
the value of small things. 

Having just started working full-time as a
magician a decade ago, I was knocked over
when I discovered Eugene’s audio book
Growing in the Art of Magic. Most
magic literature is obsessed with methods
and tricks; this was a collection of
meditative essays and conversations about
how magicians can embrace creativity,
imagination and originality. It was all
delivered in his thunderous bass voice,
which he used to great effect. That audio
book inspired me to hire him for a video
critique session by phone and, from then
on, I continued working with him via Skype
and emails, at Jeff McBride’s Mystery
School and on visits to Chicago. 

When teaching, Eugene never claimed to
possess the truth. Instead, he offered
thoughts and alternatives as experiments to
help my work grow. In contrast to much of
the money-driven magic tuition these days,
Eugene’s work as a teacher was fuelled by
a genuine interest in people and in helping
them improve their magic. 

His frequent reminder to all was that
magic has the potential to remind us that
“we are living in the middle of a capital M
mystery.” He would encourage his mentees
to explore two sides of magic: to perfect a
deceptive trick and to frame it with
experiences and themes that resonate with
audiences. He told me once, with his
devilish laugh, that most magic
performances he had seen were about as
magical as a cookery class. Mix flour with
sugar and here’s what I prepared earlier.
Magic can only be magic-al, he would say,

when we make it special. 
How to do that was my main focus

through my years of working with him. I
discovered that one short phrase
summarised the answer. It manifested itself
in everything Eugene taught: “every
moment counts.” This, I think, was Eugene’s
greatest secret and his performances would
stop the room because of it. My notebook is
filled with incisive questions from our
sessions. Can I say the same thing with less
words? How can I create moments, rather
than non-moments? How can I conduct the
pacing, dynamics and pauses in a routine to
affect the audience differently? How can I
choreograph a prop-heavy transition
between routines into something intuitive
and effortless? Could silence help here?
Eugene was living proof that good magic
theory is transformational for real-world
results. 

Idealistic as they may seem, Eugene
knew how to integrate his techniques with
the often unforgiving situations of the real
performance world. He knew his magic had
to be commercial and, for all his depth, his
routines were often full of humour. Eugene
would remind me of Jeff McBride saying
that there are audiences who want to
remember and audiences who want to
forget. He encouraged me to have alternate
presentations for the same tricks depending
on the audience, a sort of magical Swiss

Mastering the Mystery: In Memory of Eugene Burger
by Christopher howell

Army Knife. 
With that twinkle in his eye, Eugene

described his character as ‘naughty Santa
Claus.’ He taught that the relationship
between performer and audience is the
ultimate key to success or failure. He
believed the performer’s character should
exist at the centre of the magic. This
character focus made him a natural
champion for my stage persona ‘Norvil.’ We
worked on developing and understanding
the character to see how that informs the
magic. We looked at topics like the
character’s accessibility and vulnerability in
relation to the audience. But sometimes the
best thing I could do was just observe. He
was a master at harnessing his character as
the vehicle for a powerful show. 

There was an other-worldly aura to
Eugene even in life. Inspired by the
shamanic origins of magic that dealt with
our place in the cosmos, Eugene revelled in
the plethora of options we have for crafting
unique magic routines. His book on that
topic is also the one he told me he felt most
proud of: The Experience of Magic. If you
read it, you’ll see that all roads for Eugene
led back to his fascination with “this deep
sense of the earth’s profound mystery.” And
as Eugene has moved on to the next
chapter of the Mystery, the only thing we
know for sure is that for those who knew
him, his kindness, generosity, sense of
humour, and wisdom will be remembered
as inspirations forever. 

Magaz ine  of  The  Magic  C i rc le  NOVEMBER 2017

THE MAGIC

Eugene Burger
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Rapid Removal

Effect
Six different playing
cards are displayed,
these being well mixed
by a member of the
audience before he or
she freely selects one.
This chosen card is
replaced within the fan,

and again, with the performer’s back to the audience, a spectator
mixes them once again.

An opaque cloth is draped over the squared-up set of cards
which now rests on the table. As quick as a flash, the performer’s
hand reaches under the cloth, and immediately, without hesitation,
removes one card. Needless to say, it’s the chosen one. The
remaining five cards are removed and displayed.

Requirements
Six regular cards which must be
faked. Should the reader own a
Stripper Deck (and most of us do)
simply remove a mixture of six cards.
If not, the regular cards can easily be
gaffed by trimming a slight sliver (at
an angle Fig.1) down the right-hand
side of each. You now have a set of
six ‘tapered’ cards and here we use
the ‘stripping’ method.

Also required is a small opaque
cloth and it is important that a table
surface is nearby.

Set-Up
All six cards are arranged so the
narrowed ends line up and the cloth
is to hand.

working and Presentation
Display the six cards and hand them
to a spectator, requesting him or her
to mix them thoroughly (it’s almost

impossible for anyone to
actually shuffle six cards,
but these can be mixed
around as much as
possible). The mixing can
be done whilst you turn
away as you will find that
the mixing will in no way
interfere with the working
of the effect.

Retrieve the set of face-
down cards and display
them in a fan. The same
spectator freely selects one which is remembered and can be
shown to other members of the audience. 

Whilst your back is facing the audience, as the spectator shows
their card to everyone else, simply reverse the remaining set of five
cards, end for end. This means that when you face the audience

Whilst your back is
facing the audience,
as the spectator shows
their card to everyone
else, simply reverse
the remaining set of
five cards, end for end.

trick
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and fan out the cards you hold, and when the spectator
replaces the chosen card into the fan, this card will be the only
one which is the wrong way round. The un-tapered end of this
card can now be easily located by feel alone.

Square up the cards and place them onto the table with
their faces downwards. Display the cloth and drape it over 
the set of cards.

Very quickly insert both hands beneath the cloth, the left
gripping the set of cards, the right stripping out the tapered
card (the chosen one). It is important that this is done in a
matter of seconds. Once the card has been stripped out, bring
it out and lay it on the table (remember, its face should still be
towards the table).

Remove the cloth and ask the spectator to name the chosen
card. Reverse the five other cards first, showing that the
selection is not amongst them, and then finally reveal the one
which you removed as being the chosen one.

An amazing KINDLE by 
JACK DELVIN, mimc.

Knowledge from over 70 years experience as a pro
How to do over 100 fantastic magic tricks

Over 230 pages of magical gold
An ideal present for anyone who is 

interested in magic.
Or treat yourself – you won’t regret it.

A whole life’s work for only £9.99
It’s all a matter of clicks. Open the Internet and type in
AMAZON KINDLE STORE and click on it. Click on the
top entry to open it. Type in The Real Secrets of Magic

and click and all will be revealed. Payment is to
Amazon as detailed.

Fig. 1

trim a slight
sliver at an

angle

THE REAL
SECRETS OF

MAGIC



reviews
even if you do not take up one of the actual routines. Indeed, his
slightly unusual manifesto is such that it’s not the effects he seeks
to promote, but the thinking underpinning them. In this regard, he
does not disappoint – although that’s not to say you won’t find a
couple of strong routines here to act as springboards for your own
application.

Doing Business sets out to achieve several things at once: to
motivate the use of a peek wallet (which Paul Brook cites as the
primary tool in his work); to exchange business cards with
potential clients; and making you memorable. If you do work in
any corner of the corporate marketplace, this will be gold dust to
you. With Business Trader he extends this principle to an entire
group. 

Choose Me is the anomaly in this set: a mentalist’s take on the
Eight Card Brainwave. Purists will flee from it, and in methodology
it is a wee bit clunky, but as an effect it is most promising. You
influence a person to pick a ‘Choose Me’ card from among six
blank business cards. There are a myriad of card items (from Ultra
Mental to Fred/Phil) that achieve the same effect with fakes, but
keep the effect to the fore and the methodology you choose
becomes secondary, as it should.

As if to prove one man’s anomaly is another’s core effect, he
now does something downright weird: gets a peek during a
flourishy, Sybil-like cut of the stack of business cards. I’m no purist
over the magic/mentalist conundrum that refuses to lie down, but
this just seemed totally out of place to my eyes.

On to his closing routine, The Power of Multiple Methods. The
title says it all: this three-phase book test is a teach-in on using
different methods to build a sequence that has a cumulative
impact on those watching. In the process he has some lovely bits

that help sell the book test: always a
difficult effect to present winningly, since
at its core it’s no more than “…glimpse a
word and I’ll tell you what it is.” Turning
that into a compelling, elongated routine is
the mark of a pro, and Paul Brook pulls it
off in fine fashion.

All in all, then, a slightly bumpy ride, but
a journey that’s well worth taking. He’s a
likeable personality, with a lot of wisdom
to impart, and every inch the contemporary
pro mentalist. As so often with this
Murphy’s series, for the money it’s a
giveaway: somewhat ironic, given the
asking price of Paul Brooks’ self-published
books.
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Paul Brook At The Table Live
by Paul Brook
140 min Instructional Download. $7.95 (£6.17), from your
favourite dealer. Dealers contact Murphy’s Magic
supplies.
Reviewed by Bob Gill

T
his film is in the now established style of the At The Table
Live Lectures. The host is Mark Lavelle, whose role is confined
to acting as assisting spectator throughout; Paul Brook is
articulate and animated enough at all times not to need a

moderator. If you’ve been lucky (and affluent!) enough to read his
works you’ll recognise how much thought Paul Brook puts into his
explanations, and here he proves this applies equally to his verbal
enucleating. Right from the get-go what strikes about this Lecture
is that it’s been devised as just that: a deliberate attempt to
fashion real learning for the watcher. His stated manifesto is three-
fold: no tricks for tricks’ sake, but as exemplars to illustrate
learning points; how to use mentalism within the corporate arena,
and indeed to facilitate getting business; and the power of
routining, combining multiple methods and staged effects to build
momentum and have an additive impact.

All eight of these routines (bar one, a book test) employ business
cards and a pen, hence falling into the Propless Mentalism
pigeonhole. This being mentalism, and propless at that, you’d
expect drawing dupes and the like to be the order of the day, and
you’d be right. In fairness he fashions a degree of versatility from
the genre, and this is for the large part an impressive collection of
effects. Its real power, though, lies in those tips and wrinkles that
pepper the explanations: you will not fail to learn from this lecture,



The 52 to 1 Deck 
by Wayne Fox and David Penn
Trick and download instructions. $32.50 (£24). Available
from your favourite dealer, dealers contact Murphys Magic
Supplies, www.MurphysMagic.com
Reviewed by Bob Gill

T
his effect has been greeted by an outpouring of adulatory
praise akin to that which will greet The Second Coming. Some
four years ago Nawf Lahndon boy-around-town Wayne Fox
came up with The First Coming, a fine example of this

minimalist approach to card magic: “someone thinks of a card, and
then they cut to it.” Direct and to the point. He called it 5221 and
he had some impressive work on it. It was something of a hidden
gem, and one of my very favourite
purchases of the last 5 years. Now everyone
and his uncle knows about it; gee thanks,
World Magic Shop.

Certain ne’er-do-wells complained that
with the original it was possible for the
helper to spot there were duplicate cards in
the deck as they scanned it. The Foxy One’s
riposte on that film was to the point:
“you’re doing it wrong.” Just so. Then Foxy
proceeded to demonstrate how to prevent
this eventuality; he certainly persuaded me. 

Perhaps a more justifiable concern would
be the slightly knacky nature of the
presentation – not the handling, but the
presentation and spectator management. You have to work on
your outs; this is one of those routines where some outcomes are
better than others; Foxy himself describes his approach as ‘ballsy.’
Hold your nerve, follow his clear teaching and get out and perform
it; after a few outings you’ll have it off pat.

Nevertheless in the intervening years it has clearly preyed on
World Magic Shop’s David Penn’s mind. Now the pair have come
up with an extension of the idea, doubtless taking the view that,
since 5221 used a gaffed deck, you might as well gaff it to the
gaffermost. In the process they have smothered the nigh-blank
canvas with aerosol paint, all but eradicating the small black dot in
the process; whether that has enhanced or shed the cleanliness of
the original depends on which school of thought you lean to.

Despite the earlier Foxy riposte, the extra fakery is designed to
allow you to spread the deck face up, and invite them to, “…check
that the cards are all different.” Nevertheless, you can proceed to
perform the original 5221; a spectator thinks of a card. They never

tell you their card (erm, in the interest of disclosure a bit of fishing
does go on) and yet they cut the deck themselves, right at their
chosen card. 

Asking the helper to “check the cards to satisfy yourself they’re
all different” belongs to the school of patter declaring, “this
perfectly ordinary deck,” “this empty bag,” that in its very
statement alerts them to the possibility that the cards are not all
the same. I remain wary of it.

Anyway, the custom-made deck has been printed on Rider
Bicycles (an achievement of which they are inordinately proud, as
if it signified some endorsement or a measure of quality approval
of their effect, rather than the commercial reality they ordered
sufficient quantities to make it worth USPCC’s while). 

My implied ambivalence probably readies you for advice to stick
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to the original rather than this pimped version; actually, I think you
need both. The latter for its excellent platform routines from Steve
Valentine and David Penn; the former for its pared simplicity and
The Foxy close-up handlings, all useable routines encompassing the
spectator-cuts-to-their-card effect, a memorised deck presentation
and a gambling demo. David Penn’s use of Hoy’s Tossed Out
principle is a true delight, and alone justifies the asking price.

Indeed, The Foxy One’s eyes pop out of the top of his head at
this handling; one nice part of the downloaded film instructions is
how delighted they both are throughout, despite the number of
times they must have demoed the routine; there’s genuine joy
there. Which is nice.

In the spirit of the minimalist nature of the effect: Very Good.
Versatile. Recommended.
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puzzlecorner

Last Issue’s Answer 

Last month’s question was as follows: Teller is on the

cover of this issue of Secrets and also visited one of the

YMC Workshops. He is famous for performing with his

partner Penn Jillette, but before they became well

known both Penn and Teller performed in a trio with

another performer. What this third performer’s name?

The correct answer was Wier Chrisemer. Congratulations

if you got it correct, and even more so if you were the

randomly selected winner!

This month’s puzzles have a Christmas theme… See if

you can name the popular Christmas songs represented

in these illustrations, and no peeking at the answers at

the bottom of the page!

The winner of this month’s competition will receive signed copy of

Dynamo’s new book, Dynamo: The Book of Secrets. To enter, send

your answer to the following question to
editor@youngmagiciansclub.co.uk by January 1. The winners will be

drawn at random from the correct answers. Dynamo’s new books is called Dynamo: The Book of Secrets but

has the subtitle “a beginner’s guide to modern magic.” Who was

the author of the book, titled Modern Magic, that was the

definitive beginner’s magic book in the Victorian period?

(Clue: the book was published in 1876).

Name That Trick –Solution
The songs are a “Deck the Halls,” “Jingle Bells,”

“Let it Snow,” “O Holy Night,” “Oh Christmas
Tree,” “The First Noel” and “The Twelve Days of

Christmas.”

Christmas
Puzzle

Prize Question
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